
 Eos Ice Prime 

Super Power  Big spot size

(15*30mm)For all skin types

A breakthrough hair removal platform 

Accurate three-wavelength

®



Eos Ice Prime uses 1500W high-power precision three-wavelength 

treatment technology. The light energy directly acts on the hair follicle 

tissue of the dermis. It removes the melanin from the hair follicle tissue 

without damaging normal skin and sweat glands, and achieve the 

purpose of ultra-fast and 100% painless hair removal.

A breakthrough hair removal platform that combines ultimate functionality 

with unparalleled comfort. Eos Ice Prime  leverages the benefits of three 

combined wavelengths, with an Improved patient experience and a 

business-oriented approach. creating a unique and result driven new 

solution in the world of professional hair removal.

 Eos Ice Prime 
For all skin types

Three waves diode laser

（755nm+808nm+1064nm）

1500w  
Super high power

Simultaneous 
contact cooling

Support 24 hours 
continuous work

Emit a laser beam

Before                                                                                                                    After

①Emit a laser beam.  ② .  ③
ability to absorb light wave.  ④After absorption, the laser  energy will be converted into heat energy.   ⑤Hair 

follicles and surrounding  stem cells lose their activity effect and fall off.   ⑥So reach hair removal effect. 

The laser beam is absorbed by hair follicle melanin Different color hair has different 



Painless: 

Fast: 

Safety: 

Precise:

The unique epidermal protection mode can effectively protect the skin 

from damage, it is comfortable without burning and tingling.

Change the treatment dead zone formed by the traditional laser circular 

spot, which can remove hair in a large area, with good effect and fast speed.

Directly hit the melanin in the hair follicle, the epidermis absorbs less 

energy, does not damage the surrounding tissues, and has no inflammation and 

pigmentation.

 The light energy is directly absorbed by the melanin particles in the hair 

and hair follicles. The light and heat effect completely destroys the hair follicles 

and hair shafts, so as to effectively remove hair.

 Eos Ice Prime 
For all skin types

High-power 3 wavelengths to meet the needs of whole body hair removal

High frequency, fast and smooth improvement of treatment efficiency

Upgrade the cooling system to effectively ensure 24 hours non-stop

The most popular non-invasive treatment

HANDLE

The latest generation of laser technology,  ultra Light, small and strong energy

Why choose 1500W diode laser?

Handle and advantage

Ultra-light hand with light texture, the latest generation of laser technology. Fast 

treatment of large spots, treatment time and course reduction

1500W diode laser from  stands for the highest technology in the hair removal 
industry, which can help you achieve super fast, permanent and 100% painless hair removal.

Eos Ice Prime 

SPOT SIZE:15mm*30mm

755nm                     

808nm                   

 

1064nm

✔

3 waves 755nm + Diode 808nm + 1064nm, 

3 in 1 all skin type can be used 

High power: NEW 1500W handle for options

Big spot size 15*30mm face & body hair removal

solution!



Intelligent parameter system

The professional data system automatically adjusts parameters according 

to different needs, different skin colors, genders, parts, and the color, 

thickness and area of the hair to achieve perfect control.

 Eos Ice Prime 

Complete and effective solution for all skin tones, hair types and target 

areas(body&face）
Face: chin and lips, beard

Body: armpit, arms, leg hair, chest hair, bikini area

Application
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